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Hi, I'm Dr. Shawna Darou, as a women's health and hormone naturopath, I help

women navigate their hormone health to reach their best performance in all

areas of life. 

In this guide, you’ll learn:

What women typically experience week by week throughout the

month.

How to map out your own menstrual cycle in an empowered way.

Identifying the positive traits that move through the month, and

'embrace the positive.'

Identify the negative traits that move through the month, and

'navigate the negative.'

Enjoy!
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Your Personal Blueprint
Are you hard on yourself for being inconsistent through the

month? Do you feel that some days you're confident and

productive, and other days you're spacey or introverted? The

reality is that women are not the same every day of the

month... and that's a good thing!



Empowered Cycle
Tracking
For those of you who already

track your cycles, you're off to a

great start! But, I bet you're not

putting anything positive in your

notes. For example: how easy it

was to connect with people

today, how you did an amazing

presentation at work, or that you

were particularly strong during

your workout.

PREDICTABILITY ALLOWS YOU TO EMBRACE THE 

POSITIVES AND NAVIGATE THE NEGATIVES. 



Week By Week
Learn what women typically experience week by

week before you start tracking your own cycle.

M A P P I N G  O U T  T H E  M O N T H





Menstrual Phase
This is when your hormones are

at their lowest. There is typically

a drop in energy and mood. This

is the time for extra self-care,

rest and renewal. Meditation

comes easiest during this time.

It's important not to overdo it

during the menstrual phase. 

"RELEASE & REPLENISH"                                                DAY 1 - 7



Follicular Phase
A time of rising estrogen and

testosterone. Most women feel

good in this phase with higher

estrogen and a steady mood and

energy level. You're productive,

physically at your strongest, and

full of ideas. This is the time to

take on new challenges, move

vigorously, and tap into your

creativity. 

DAY 8-14                                                      "FOCUS & FLOW"



Ovulatory Phase
Mid-cycle during and after

ovulation, when estrogen peaks

and progesterone starts to rise.

This is the time in your cycle

where it's easiest to connect with

people socially, and is the best

time to create and build

relationships. Your focus turns

from yourself to others, and you're

more confident and charismatic. 

"CONNECT & CREATE"                                                 DAY 15-21



Luteal Phase
Progesterone and estrogen both

peak and then decline, and the

dropping hormones are notorious

for creating symptoms. You're

more prone to amplified

emotions, but on the other side

may find that you're more

productive and focused - striving

to create order out of chaos. 

DAY 22-28                                            "ASSERT & ACKNOWLEDGE"



Follow the 4 steps below to map out

your personal cycle blueprint. 

Y O U R  T U R N :  M A P P I N G  Y O U R  C Y C L E



1. Identify three
positive feelings,
states or attributes
about yourself. 

Choose things that you notice seem

to come and go but you would

really love to tap into more. Here

are some ideas to get you started:

Articulate ,  Artistic ,  Brainstorming ,  Brave ,

Confident ,  Coordinated ,  Creative ,  Connected ,

DeciSive ,  Energized ,  Focused ,  Industrious ,

Joyful ,  Loving ,  Motivated ,  Optimistic ,

Playful ,  Resilient ,  Social ,  Strong .



2. Next identify
three negative
feelings, states or
attributes about
yourself. 

Again things that seem to come

and go. Here are some ideas: 

Anx ious ,  Clumsy,  Depressed ,  DisConnected ,

exhausted ,  foggy,  grumpy.  impulsive ,

insecure ,  irritable ,  jealous ,  lonely,

pessimistic ,  picking fights ,  sensitive ,

stressed out ,  uncoordinated ,  unmotivated .  



3. Start Tracking Through Your Cycle

On your calendar or period tracking App, start watching for

these 6 things, and look for the patterns. You will be amazed at

how predictable you really are through the month!



4. "Embrace The Positive" and 
   "Navigate the Negative"

EMBRACE THE POSITIVE: When possible, plan meetings, events

and presentations around the times when you're at your peak.

Work with your patterns. 

NAVIGATE THE NEGATIVES: When you know that the less

pleasant phases are predictable, and short-lived, it's easier to

build in the self-care that you need during these times. 



Your Cycle Is So Much
More Than Your Period.

Imagine being able to harness your peak

creativity, productivity, athletic performance

& insight. Empowered cycle tracking can put

you back in the driver's seat.



Need More Support?
Struggling with difficult periods, irregular cycles or mood swings? Do your

hormones need help? Are you wanting to come off hormonal contraceptives?

Are there more negative days to navigate than you would like? 

There are several ways to reach out: 

1. Book an appointment at to work with me at the Darou Wellness 

   Clinic
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2. Work with me remotely - check this page for more information.

3. Follow me on Facebook or Instagram for regular women's health     

   & hormone posts.

https://darouwellness.janeapp.com/#/staff_member/1
https://drshawnadarou.com/work-with-me/
https://drshawnadarou.com/work-with-me/


Thank you!

www.d r shawndarou .com

#102-822  R ichmond  S t .  W ,  To ron to ,  On .  M6J  1C9

Happy Cycle Tracking.

@drshawnadarou


